Just imagine that you could be anywhere in the world and still get
real-time insight into your home or office at any given moment.
Imagine that you can check on kids or elderly parents, or make sure all is
quiet in the office, in real-time 24/7, even if you are miles or continents away.
You no longer have to imagine it.
Keeping up with your busy lifestyle, Paradox empowers you with an advanced security system that leverages HD video
and audio with a motion detector and a self-monitoring app that lets you remotely monitor your home or office while you
are on the go. Equipped with an advanced HD video camera, the system lets you see exactly what’s happening, while it’s
happening, day or night.
Unlimited live HD video and audio streaming anytime anywhere – right from your smartphone – lets you make informed
decisions in real time. Or you may just want to peak in and see what you’re missing while you’re away. You can even
record event on demand.
When an alarm is triggered, the HD camera provides instant video verification for you and the Central Monitoring System
(CMS). View an event in progress and manage your response immediately by contacting the police, fire department,
or anyone listed in your mobile phone contacts.
You no longer have to imagine what’s happening when you can have real insight.

Key benefits


Stay informed: Feel secure and enjoy your busy lifestyle no matter where you are




Capture special moments: Share recorded events with others… even just for fun




Be there when you can’t: Advanced high quality HD video and audio capabilities provide real-time monitoring in

color or black and white (night vision)



Connect on demand: Instantly view your secured location via an on-demand HD video and audio of multiple zones

right from your smartphone



Reliability: No battery dependency so the system is always on




Control privacy: Protect privacy by limiting non-master user permissions




Build a security network: Add up to eight additional users who will also receive notifications in case of an alarm

or event



Reduce false positive: An instant view of secured locations lets you distinguish between real and false events. VOD

capabilities allow the CMS and user to instantly verify events that triggered an alert to determine an appropriate response

You can’t be everywhere all the time. But you can’t risk not being
there to monitor and protect what matters to you most.
www.paradox.com

